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26-6-2017 · About this Worksheet : Your student will be a grammar handyman in this worksheet
by fixing the run - on sentences and the sentence fragments. It’s perfect.
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A run-on sentence occurs when two or more independent clauses (also known as complete. One
common type of run-on sentence is a comma splice. A run-on sentence occurs when two
separate sentences are joined without any form of punctuation. Download our free run-on
sentences by clicking on the pdf . A RUN-ON SENTENCE (sometimes called a "fused
sentence") has at least two. Quiz Avoiding Comma Splices II. Quiz Fragments and Run-on
Sentences .
The Fused Sentence Recognize a fused sentence when you see one. A fused sentence , also

called a run -on, occurs when a writer has connected two main clauses.
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The Fused Sentence Recognize a fused sentence when you see one. A fused sentence , also
called a run -on, occurs when a writer has connected two main clauses. 26-6-2017 · About this
Worksheet : Your student will be a grammar handyman in this worksheet by fixing the run - on
sentences and the sentence fragments. It’s perfect. This page contains printable worksheets
outlining run-on sentences and how to avoid them. Included are explanations and examples of
the different kinds of run -on.
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After each run -on sentence below select the remedy that would best repair that sentence. (The
remedy will show only enough of the sentence to indicate what was wrong.
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If your computer is equipped with PowerPoint, click on the PowerPoint icon to the right for a brief
PowerPoint presentation on Run-on Sentences .
Run-on sentences occur when two or more independent clauses are not joined together properly.
These. There are four ways of correcting run-on sentences:.
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After each run -on sentence below select the remedy that would best repair that sentence. (The
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A run-on sentence occurs when two separate sentences are joined without any form of
punctuation. Download our free run-on sentences by clicking on the pdf . In the following
exercise, you will be presented with a series of sentences. Put a tick by the run-on sentences.. .

See a list of other grammar exercises.
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